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The fitness influencer and creator of the #1 bestselling Food & Drink app, FitMenCook, shares 100 easy, quick meal prep
recipes that will save you time, cash, and inches on your waistline—assisting you to get healthy by yourself terms. and
freedom to accomplish wellness goals without breaking the lender. Nobody enjoys cookie-cutter meal plans, bland
dishes, or eating the same thing every day.independence to generate flavorful meals, however in a more calorieconscious method; This guide also contains 100+ easy and flavorful recipes like Southern-Inspired Banana Corn Waffles,
Nice Potato Whip, Juicy AF Moroccan Poultry, and many more to help you strategy your week and consume something
brand-new and nutritious every day. Instead of worrying about what things to eat and how it’as well as his personal tale
of overcoming depression and excess weight gain to start a successful business and fitness motion.We like to be
inspired with regards to food. In Fit Men Make, Kevin Curry, fitness professional and social media sensation with an
incredible number of followers and thousands of downloads on his app, shares all you need to live a wholesome life each
day—from grocery lists to common dieting pitfalls to his ten commandments of meal prep— independence to indulge
sometimes while getting mindful of portions;s likely to affect our bodies, we ought to embrace food freedom— With Fit
Men Make, it is possible to create exciting, satisfying foods and be on your way to losing fat once and for all. After all,
bodies could be sculpted at the gym, but they are designed in the kitchen.
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Thanks Kevin, for brightening my kitchen and caring about my wellness. My husband and I have been following Kevin
for years and it almost feels like he’s among our friends who’s carrying out big things. Kevin’s positive attitude and
enthusiasm forever and wellness oozes from the cover to the back of the culinary masterpiece! Rather, I'm keeping it
and contimplating how many to buy as gifts for relatives and buddies. The recipes are delicious, healthy, and an easy
task to cook and present a lot of variations to modify things up. They are the perfect size to meal prep for just one or
two different people and reheat well. He offers tips for that. :-DOh yes, and the photos are beautiful! Buy it now. I've
been looking towards this book because it was announced over a year ago. Anyone who comes after Kevin on social
media and has tried his recipes know they're inexpensive and delicious alternatives to the traditional chicken, broccoli,
and rice therefore many health conscious people consistently make. The publication is excellent quality - informative,
easy to follow, and offers beautiful pictures of nearly every dish. Inside you will discover 100 recipes that appear
delicious! I was worried this might just be the app in reserve format and it's really not -- lots of new material here! I
can’t let you know how excited I am to FINALLY have this publication in my hands. You Gotta Love Kevin! I actually’ve
got a zillion cookbooks, but non-e of these make me smile such as this one does. In every my years of copyediting and
proofreading, this is actually the first cookbook I've worked on that I've bought a copy of, which means you know I love
it! What's so cool is that he provides something for everyone—vegetarian? No problem. The app I enjoy. Fish. No problem!
With some cookbooks it feels as though a chore to cook and prep, but Kevin offers put the fascinating back in cooking
food.Great meal prep and general health publication! And a BIG HUG to your doggie (how many moments do you actually
visit a pet in a cookbook)! MUST HAVE I actually was introduced to Kevin Curry’s website and app almost 24 months ago
and have followed his journey ever since. If I don’t know very well what to prepare, I’ll just open his app and there’s been
something I could find. Very practical. You truly understand your followers. I purchased this book because I wanted to
aid him, as I appreciate all that he will for free via his internet site and social media marketing platforms. I prepurchased the digital edition because I like having books on my kindle. He has strategies for that. I definitely don’t
reject buying this reserve ! I am pescatarian so having vegetarian/vegan options is always a reward! Plus, I’ve found lots
of his meat recipes still adaptable never to including meat or swapping it for something else.. Definitely went far beyond
what I expected. The cookbook everyone needs! The book is easy to follow, he doesn’t use hard to get elements. I love
the way he break down meal prepping. Best cookbook. Best cookbook ever Like Kevin Curry! I’ve been pursuing him on
social media marketing for quite some time and I currently use his recipe app, therefore excited to possess his initial
cookbook now as well! I am bodybuilding and also have been fighting losing interest in my own diet. Kevin does healthy
tweaks to the dishes to make them even more interesting than traditional well balanced meals. I love his attitude and
him in general. Love the book . I got my copy yesterday and may not put it straight down. I have been following Kevin for
a long time on social media. He's awesome. You truly get excited to make all these mouthwatering recipes. Simply buy
it already! The book does a great job of explaining food prepping. Great Book for Beginners I must say i love this book. I
love how the meals can be altered. I figured I would buy this publication, skim through it, then give it to somebody for
Christmas. Awesome reserve. Kevin is the best!!!!!!! Kevin’s fans can concur that he is the real thing! I have his app and
use his recipes constantly.!!!!! He is so inspiring and his like for folks and food shines bright in this reserve! The recipes
are healthy, colorful, and exactly what I needed to consider my kitchen game to the next level. If you're a beginner or
advanced there's something to understand. It’s extremely fun and educational. Great cookbook. ? Best cookbook out on
the market because it’s honest and true! I find it’s about 5 to 10 guidelines to prepare the foodstuffs, he also gives you
nutrition amounts and incredibly wonderful photos. And (as generally) he keeps it real by giving advice for those who
have different priorities. Truthfully, I don't buy cookbooks. I've been following Kevin for a while now, regularly looking
into fitmencook.com and his Instagram. Even better! Like everything else Kevin does, this reserve completely delivers.
I’ve recommended him to other people and everyone’s loved him. Not only does it have his amazing quality recipes, he
also provides honest advice about how exactly to start living a wholesome lifestyle, recommendations on meal prep
equipment to always have in your kitchen, and suggestions for how to successfully meal prep delicious, healthy food. So
much more when compared to a cookbook. Environmentally conscious? I am loving so much it and I haven’t even
finished going right through it yet! On a spending budget? I highly recommend this reserve! Busy schedule? He has tips

for that. He also does a good job of challenging people to try new substances. The author's take on fitness and general
physical and mental health is excellent, and his smile and good attitude are infectious. Congrats , Kevin ! Awesome
cookbook with a huge amount of easy and delicious recipes. Essential buy if you want to start taking in clean and want
help with food prep. What all cook book should be. Kevin shows his passion for the knowledge he’s gained. Amazing
book! This publication provides been everything I thought it had been going to be. Well-organized. So many helpful tools,
ideas and just gorgeous to look at! Really recommend this book and the App! Must have! Seriously!! Just Awesome!
Beyond my objectives. I thought it had been just going to be your regular cooking book but nooo ! It’s very
knowledgeable! Great buy! It’s not just recipes but thoughtful content material, advice, and strategies for anyone to
stick to and enjoy. Buy it!! Fantastic Recipes and Great All-Around Book! A perfect complement to the Suit Men Cook
app! i copyedited this book! A lot of visuals that is a plus for me personally. The strategies for the quality recipes are so
helpful and the food is just freaking delicious. Because of Kevin for such a tasty and healthy cookbook.? Followed your
tested recipes for a year. Meats? The book is #BOOM!! The quality recipes should never be boring. It has easy to follow
instructions. And now it’s in publication form! (He’s that friendly in his posts) Although we don’t in fact know him, we
are able to still say his recipes have been delicious because the time we found his IG and his positivity and kindness are
actually real. I higly recommend this publication!
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